What is the aim of a
Grease Management System (GMS)
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• Staff Training • Certificates of Training • Training Booklets
01928 563532
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The Three Stage Drains Solution
Designed to Save You Money

Call our Sales Team to arrange your FREE Kitchen Survey
01928 563532
Copyright:© The Aluline Group Ltd 20 I 9
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Solution One

SinkGuard3

Use SinkGuard3 to reduce drainage costs.

• We provide Grease Trap Deep Cleans
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Solution Two

The Devastator

Compact Drain Dosing System

• ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 45001 Accredited Company
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Solution Three

Grease Traps &
Waste Water Management

A Waste Certificate issued for any material taken off site!
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• COSHH • Waste Carrier Licences • Delivery Method Statement
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Above Ground Grease Traps

Tel: 01928 563532
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Email: enquiry@alulinegroup.com
Websites: www.alulinegms.com www.aluline.net www.alulinegroup.com
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Underground Grease Traps

Tel: 01928 563532

Email: enquiry@alulinegroup.com
Websites: www.alulinegms.com www.aluline.net www.alulinegroup.com
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Horizontal Kitchen Gullies

Tel: 01928 563532
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Vertical Kitchen Gullies

Tel: 01928 563532

Email: enquiry@alulinegroup.com
Websites: www.alulinegms.com www.aluline.net www.alulinegroup.com
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Kitchen Channels with Vertical Outlet

Tel: 01928 563532

Email: enquiry@alulinegroup.com
Websites: www.alulinegms.com www.aluline.net www.alulinegroup.com
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Kitchen Channels with Horizontal Outlet

Tel: 01928 563532

Email: enquiry@alulinegroup.com
Websites: www.alulinegms.com www.aluline.net www.alulinegroup.com
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Large Under Ground Separator
For Industrial Applications

Call our Sales Team for a quote and for more information
p14

01928 563532
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Combi Oven Grease Traps

Tel: 01928 563532

Email: enquiry@alulinegroup.com
Websites: www.alulinegms.com www.aluline.net www.alulinegroup.com
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All Grease Traps, Separators require internal cleaning
(Optium busy kitchen every 15 days)

Call our Sales Team to Order your Grease Trap Maintenance Kit
p16

01928 563532
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Grease Trap Information Guide

Regulation EN 12056-1:2000 states: drainage
systems shall be designed and installed so that
Health and Safety of the users and occupiers of
the building are not affected by amongst other
things, the penetration of toxic or noxious odours
into the building.

We have some strains of bacteria that can adjust to
anaerobic conditions but again this bacteria needs
to find a hold and in reality will not digest sufficient
quantity of food stuff to make it a removal device,
it may assist solids to enter the sewer but this is
not a practical solution.

Drainage pipe work systems installed inside
buildings shall not release vapours and foul air into
the building.
Quotation taken from British Water FOG
document, page 24 paragraph 3.
Going on the above EN Regulations it seems
essential that your grease trap must be sealed
so as to prevent the emission of odours, or even
worse, odourless & possibly dangerous airborne
toxins.

Does Bacteria Dosing only work?
Some advocate dosing, or the gradual
administering of aerobic bacteria. However, in a
kitchen environment, this provides no protection
to the pipe system. Oil creates a micro film on
the surface of water and any surface touched, this
covers the surface of the pipes that bacteria must
attach to.
The oil film basically smothers the bacteria;
reducing the ability of the bacteria to act and to
survive.

The design can incororate air entrainment, HydroMechanical separation, interior baffling, and/or
barriers in combination or separately, and one of
the following:
A. External flow control, with air intake
(vent): directly connected.
B. External flow control, without air
intake (vent): directly connected.
C. Without external flow control,
directly connected.
D. Without external flow control,
indirectly connected.
Hydro-Mechanical grease interceptors are
generally installed inside.

Tel: 01928 563532

Email: enquiry@alulinegroup.com
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Grease Trap Information Guide

The objective is to stop Food, Oil and Grease
(FOG) from entering the drainage system and
causing blockages.
That is the purpose of a Grease Management
System. It is important to prevent FOG, Food, Oil
and Grease entering the drainage systems, causing
blockages, damage to treatment plants, blocked
pumps, pollution of the water ways and beaches.
A must for any GMS is that it meets all the current
best practices. For example, it must be air tight
if positioned inside a building. In today’s litigious
environment, breaking such rules could impair
your operations because of Health & Safety issues
for your employees and kitchen hygiene.
Resulting in a visit from E.H.O.s?
“How do you select a system?
Start by creating a checklist.”
If truth be known there is no absolute sizing
method, due to the many varying factors in the
kitchen environment - menu, cuisine, temperatures,
pipe sizes.
The list goes on and on. In reality, most systems
prevent about 80% of the FOG that is produced;
this is the average however.

This is where research on your trap supplier is
essential. Will they stand by you if the system
they fitted doesn’t meet these standards? Finally,
a reminder of criteria required for a system fitted
within a kitchen is as follows:
It must be air tight. If it is not, it must be in a separate
room fitted with extraction to prevent airborne
pollutants, not least from the sewage system to
which it is connected.
The material used in the construction of the
trap should be easily cleaned & scratch resistant.
Stainless steel doesn’t easily scratch, whilst
scratched plastic can readily harbour bacteria.
All sinks in a kitchen must be trapped to stop
FOG. Too many times one hears “prep sinks don’t
need traps” and this is simply not the case. If you
are told this by your trap supplier, then he may just
be trying to ensure his quote is the lowest and you
could be leaving yourself open to problems.
Bacteria are introduced as close to the source of
FOG as possible (before the trap) and are on a
timer set to dose them into the drainage system
when the kitchen is closed.This allows the bacteria
the longest time to do its work. These systems
would seem to tick all the boxes.

Tel: 01928 563532
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Grease Trap Information Guide

The Bio Hydro-Mechanical System can be
positioned inside the kitchen as it is air sealed.
The physical trap size can be reduced by the
introduction of bacteria. It can also go as close to
any FOG source as possible.
This could be expensive if there is a large number
of FOG producing items. However in new builds,
if the architects or designers are well informed
they will design the drainage system to have the
majority of sinks on the one run. This lowers the
number of traps required, thus reducing the cost
of the GMS. (Sink sizes also have a bearing on trap
dimensions required).
When units are not maintained properly or go
wrong, the failure to have them airtight /water tight
can result in waste water flooding the kitchen.
Closing kitchens costs businesses money. The
availability and speed of supplier services to
rectify problems is also critical. Mayonnaise,
sauces, emulsified oils and soups can contaminate
workings and pipework. If a Water Company
checks a manhole or inspection point and finds
excess suspended solids, your business may suffer.
Even utilising a simple sink filter would reduce
trap maintenance and pressure on the drains.
The actions of identifying all equipment requiring
a trapping system and training staff on waste
management would enhance the positive action
that came from implementing a compliance scheme
no matter how flawed it has become.

Understanding how drains actually work is critical
to understanding waste management in Hospitality
premises.
Water flushes organic matter into sewers,
bacteria attach to organics and produce enzymes
to breakdown these solids (liquefy). This assists
bacterial digestion and assists flow through the
pipe system. Sanitisers / Oil / Chemicals can kill or
retard bacterial action. The reduction in use of all
chemicals entering the drainage system would give
bacteria a chance to multiply and work effectively.
While bacteria act in separate ways and can adapt
to differing conditions, on their own they cannot
remove sufficient FOG from pipe systems to
be considered, “an effective means of Oil/FOG
removal”, as this is required by current regulations
in force.
With emphasis on water usage/climate change,
designers must ensure sinks are sized and the actual
number used are kept to a minimum. Positioning
should be optimum for access to drain points.
Frames should be able to fit traps. (If these are
required) with attention to outlets/crossbars!

Tel: 01928 563532
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Grease Trap Information Guide

Fit for Purpose?
Salesmen gain sales by claiming their products are
self-cleaning! Some companies claim that with their
superior bacteria, no traps are required! (Try that
with compliance, no cleaning!)
The image of Bio Hydro-Mechanical Traps
has been spoiled by salesmen eager for commission
who would tell clients that this trap did not need
cleaning as bacteria did it all! It is also a problem
when customers are informed that traps require
regular cleaning and maintenance. (This actually
applies to all trapping systems)
In truth the use of aerobic bacteria helps to
increase times between clean-outs and reduces
the size of trap required. It’s main function is to
ensure that anaerobic bacteria cannot colonize in
pipes or traps as the resulting smell would cause
serious issues in a kitchen environment. Anaerobic
bacteria produces an acid. This can affect metal &
pipework. This acid can also if mixed with some
cleaning fluids cause a dangerous gas. This is why
it is not advisable to use bleach in a commercial
environment. (Health & Safety)
The myths regarding drains and how they operate
is perhaps not motivating, however it is the
most important public health issue facing us. The
concept that water flushed into drains keeps them
flowing, when in fact it is the bacteria found in all
organic substances that are responsible for clean
free flowing drains.

Bacteria reduce organic solids to a liquid form
initially on surface area; this allows solids to
move in the pipe system on globules of CO2. If
the bacteria was not present, much of what is
deposited into pipes would smear the surface and
stick to the pipes, water alone would not move it.
In fact the oxygen in the water is the life blood of
aerobic bacteria as it extracts oxygen to survive
(aerobic). Pouring sanitisers into drains is the best
method of causing blockages!
Selection of traps is important. The outside must
be hygienic; the body must last many years. Steel
traps leaking after only 7-10 years in situ or being
replaced as moving parts wear, lids jam or screws
corrode. It is important that manufacturers/
suppliers have on site teams available to maintain
their products as using third parties can be costly
to the customer.
The most important component in Grease
Management Systems is TRAINING staff /
managers / chefs. If not informed or trained in
how to look after Drainage it will not matter what
expensive equipment is fitted problems will still
happen. We are in an age where “Polluter Pays
Principle” is in force this can be very costly if
ignored. Environment law states: “ignorance is not
a defence”.

Tel: 01928 563532
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Grease Trap Information Guide

Public Health
The more one researches the topic of Grease
Management Systems the more it becomes
apparent that there isn’t one system that ticks all
the boxes. Individual designs and sizing methods
can be confusing.
Our aim is to stop Foods, Oil and Grease
(FOG) from entering the drainage
system and causing blockages.
The possibility of blockages causing sewer spillage
is real. The Public Health implications and the
dangers posed if pipe systems are unable cope
with flow during inclement weather is why the
polluter’s, causing contamination of Public Sewers
are dealt with in criminal court. The real possibility
of kitchen staff / Company Directors / Food and
Beverage Managers, facing a criminal record, should
be a concern to all in the Hospitality Industry.
We know that if staff wiped the food off all utensils
and bowls with paper towels and put the debris
and towels in a waste bin, we could ensure no oil
entered the drainage systems.

The cost of Grease Management is now a
reality and prudent premises owners and tenants
will sensibly include this within their budgets.
The onus on providing adequate protection
to the sewer system falls on the landlord,
tenant, premises manager and all staff involved
in kitchens. If an incident occurs, Compliance
Officers, Insurance, Legal, Health & Safety, HSE
and EHOs may all be involved. The term Polluter
Pays should not be taken lightly.
• There are 366,000-plus blockages in the
UK sewer network costing more than £88
million a year.
• The majority of pumping station failures are
the result of blocked pumps (not included in
the above).
• More than 50 per cent of blockages are
avoidable; caused by ‘non-flushable’ products.
• 80 per cent of sewer flooding incidents are
the result of a sewer blockage.
Source: 2012/13 Ofwat /Water UK data.

Users of the Public Sewage System are required to
have a sampling point. This is for water companies
to check out flow from premises. Sometimes a
manhole is adequate. If this is contaminated, extra
charges / legal action can be imposed. If a pollution
incident occurs, the LAW is quite clear. If you have
contributed, you have no legal defence!

Tel: 01928 563532
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Aluzyme Drain Dosing System

Call our Sales Team for more information
p22
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EN1825 Standard Calculation

Number of Sinks & Discharge Diameter
European Norm (Flow Rates)

Discharge
Outlets

Single Sink

Double Sink

Treble Sinks

40mm
50mm

0.468 LS
0.8775 LS

0.936 LS
1955 LS

1404 LS
2,6325 LS

AG2 = 0.995 L/S 57 L/min

Restaurant Kitchen
40 0 Siphonic Outlets

...

1 Sink = n x qi x zi
= 1 x 0.8 x 0.25 = 0.2
0.2 x 1 x 1 x 1.3 = NS 0.26 L/S

...

2 Sinks = n x qi x zi
= 2 x 0.8 x 0.25 = 0.4
0.4 x 1 x 1 x 1.3 = NS 0.52 L/S

...

3 Sinks = n x qi x zi
= 3 x 0.8 x 0.25 = 0.6
0.6 x 1 x 1 x 1.3 = NS 0.78 L/S

Call our Sales Team for more information

01928 563532
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